
The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this station for the quarter specified.  This listing is by no means complete nor is the order in which 
these appear, intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues.  

QUARTERLY ISSUES /PROGRAMS LIST FOR  STATION:  KRMC, Douglas, Az. KRMB Bisbee, Az.    O 1ST    O 2ND   O 3RD   O 4TH Quarter  of year: 2023

Issue Description Program Segment Date/time Duration Description of Segment

1

AMISTADES, INC. DRUG ADICCTION AWARENES 01/13/2023
9:30am

10 min Cecy talked to Elsa Orozco about prevention of the addictions 
to Psychostimulants and methamphetamine.

2

IRS TAX DECLARATION 01/27/2023
9:30am

10 min Araceli talked to Miguel Burgos from Turbo tax, about getting 
ready and avoid mistakes at the time to present taxes.

3

AMISTADES INC.  HEALTH /DRUGS PREVENTION 02/14/2023
9:30am

10 min Cecy talked to Cristal Mazon about counterfeit pills/fentanyl. 
promoting prevention and health resources and the  
MAYAHUEL project in our community.

4

AMISTADES INC. DRUG 
ADDICTION

HEALTH/DRUGS PREVENTION 02/24/2023
9:30am

10 min Cecy talked to Alex Boneo about VIH and the resources they 
have to help people with AIDS.

5

AMISTADES INC HEALTH/POSITIVE PARENTING AFTER 
TRAUMA

03/07/2023
9:30am

10 min CECY talked to ALEX BONEO present CONEXIONES HRSA a 
program for parents with kids dealing with drug addiction.

6

DIABETES AWARENES DAY HEALTH 03/22/2023
9:30am

10 min Araceli talked about diabetes awarenes day to hispanic 
people.

7

AMERICAN HEARTH 
ASSOCIATION

HEALTH/AHA 03/30/2023
9:30am

10min Cecy talked to MELISSA DYE about the importance of being 
educated to have a healthy cardiovascular system.
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